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righam Young University is
the home of the Hugo
Friedhofer Papers (MSS
2021), a collection established by
Friedhofer’s daughter Karyl
Gilland-Tonge, and so it is especially appropriate that BYU
sponsor the CD release of
Friedhofer’s score to Broken Arrow.
Produced by James V. D’Arc,
curator of the BYU Film Music
Archives, with a biographical essay
and notes by musicologist
William H. Rosar, Broken Arrow is
an authorized release utilizing the
original studio music tracks. The
package is particularly distinguished by accompanying
literature that is credible, clear,
detailed, well-documented, and
beautifully illustrated, while the
music itself is a strong example of
Friedhofer’s considerable compositional skill.
In his introductory article “A
Landmark Film, A Pathbreaking
Score,” D’Arc explains that the
1950 release of Twentieth CenturyFox’s Broken Arrow, a Western
starring James Stewart, was delayed for one year while Darryl
Zanuck waited to see audience
response to Stewart’s first role in a
Western–Universal’s Winchester 73.
Broken Arrow was written by blacklisted screenwriter Albert Maltz
(fronted by fellow screenwriter
Michael Blankfort), and is based

on Elliott Arnold’s novel Blood
Brother. That novel in turn was
based on historical events involving Native Americans and whites
that occurred in Arizona in the
early 1870’s. The film tells the
story of Cochise, the powerful
chief of the Apache nation (played
by Jeff Chandler), and Tom
Jeffords, a white army scout and
later Indian Agent (James
Stewart), whose relationship eventually led to the Apache nation
and U.S. government hammering
out a peace treaty. This story, as
D’Arc points out, had not previously been told on film, and it was
one of the first since silent days to
offer a sympathetic (if still somewhat stereotyped) view of Native
Americans.
Broken Arrow was also the first
Western for which prolific composer/orchestrator Hugo
Friedhofer received credit as
composer, though he had had experience working on Westerns
earlier as a staff composer at Fox
and Paramount. As noted in my
review of Linda Danly’s book Hugo
Friedhofer: The Best Years of His Life,
Friedhofer was a highly respected
composer in the film industry who
is not as well-known as he should
be among film music scholars and
fans. Rosar’s biographical essay
contributes toward changing this,
providing a solid, if necessarily

brief, introduction to Friedhofer’s
life and work as well as identifying
several issues that call for scholarly attention. Rosar knew the
composer personally, and he uses
excerpts from interviews and
correspondence, highlighting a
previously unpublished source of
primary material for Friedhofer
research. The excerpts are well
documented, and I found myself
wishing that there had been room
to include more anecdotes and
quotations from this material.
One of the issues addressed in
Rosar’s essay is especially familiar
to musicologists: the question of
musical influences on the composer. This question has the
potential, in fact, to become a
major area of study–and contention–in Friedhofer studies. Rosar
specifically identifies Sibelius and
Hindemith as important influences, citing several scores as
evidence. Besides detecting the
shadows of Bloch, Debussy, Ravel,
Gershwin, and Max Steiner in
Friedhofer’s work, Rosar also
mentions Copland, noting that
Friedhofer was studying the harmony of Copland’s Piano Sonata
while scoring The Best Years of Our
Lives (and also reporting that
Goldwyn had once considered
Copland as composer for Best
Years). Rosar does not believe that
the influence of Copland, or any
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other composer, dominated Friedhofer’s style; rather, he suggests, it
was part of “a synthesis of influences” (to use one of Friedhofer’s
own expressions, Copland might
be described as “just one card in a
deck of cards.” 1). However, it is
here in the discussion of influence
that the limitations of arguing
interpretation via notes for a recording become apparent. In an
article or book the author would
have been able not only to offer
views but to expand the supporting arguments and back them up
with technical analyses and notated examples–something not
possible here given the limited
space and the need to keep the
writing style geared to lay readers
not necessarily acquainted with
“music-speak.” Given the constraints of the medium, however,
the author still offers a succinct
and often thought-provoking
presentation.
Rosar’s notes describe the
individual cues featured on the CD
and are particularly useful for
those who have not seen the film,
laying out the events and visual
images supported by the music in
a style blessedly free of purple
prose (an occupational hazard in
writing notes for film and classical
music). The notes can also be used
by specialists as a convenient
summary of the themes heard in
each cue. Here, too, Rosar points
out musical influences on specific
themes, and other pieces of information (e.g., the miners’ music in

track 5 was originally longer, containing the first statement of a
theme called “Tucson” now first
heard at the end of Track 6).
Much of the music (about
eighty percent) for Broken Arrow
was originally recorded on multiple tracks using microphones
variously positioned around the
orchestra in so-called “close
shots” and “long shots.” Though
the set-up was different from what
we would recognize today as
stereophonic recording, the resulting tracks made a “stereo-like”
mix a possibility. The film itself
was released in the standard film
aperture and in monaural sound,
but in this CD recording the skillful work of sound engineer Rick
Victor allows the stereophonic
potential of the music to emerge.
The result of Victor’s fine work, as
D’Arc comments, suggests that
with the proper mixing, Broken
Arrow “might really have been a
CinemaScope stereo spectacular.”
The CD focuses exclusively on
Friedhofer’s underscore for Broken
Arrow and–not surprisingly in a
recording of film music–does not
include source music (more about
this later). The table of contents
takes its cue titles from Friedhofer’s own manuscript sketches
and also includes several theme
titles taken from the studio
conductor’s part in the cases
where the sketches gave no title.2
In two instances, someone else
wrote cues based on Friedhofer’s
themes–a fact clearly indicated in

the notes–and it would perhaps be
useful for listeners if their names
had been given after the cue titles
in the table of contents (Alfred
Newman wrote the cues featured
on Track 8, “Tuscon and Cochise,”
and Track 23, “The Lovers (End
Title Arr.),” which is erroneously
titled “End Title-Revised” on the
CD).3
Besides Newman’s revised End
Title music that was used in the
film (which uses themes by
Friedhofer), the CD also includes
two takes of Friedhofer’s original
End Title. Listeners will enjoy
comparing the three to see which
they prefer. I myself found
Newman’s cue to be rather “foursquare.” Opening with “The
Lovers” theme played briefly by
the English horn, the theme continues in the strings, and is then
followed by an extended section
for tutti orchestra playing at full
volume until the end. In contrast,
the first take of Friedhofer’s End
Title is finely nuanced. The clarinet plays a delicate, lengthier
version of “The Lovers” theme,
with tremolo strings underneath
(the effect of the melody is rather
like musical porcelain); the strings
then join the texture, with the full
orchestra making a restrained
entrance at the reprise of the
“Cochise” theme (not used in the
Newman cue). The volume moves
to fortissimo only at the end. The
second take makes changes in the
orchestration and balance, beginning again with the clarinet but
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William H. Rosar, personal communication,
February 22, 2000.
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Rosar, personal communication, January 22,
2000.
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It seems that the end title heard in the film is
missing from Friedhofer’s copy of the conductor
part at Brigham Young University. Rosar assumed
incorrectly that “End Title–Revised” (a title

supplied from Friedhofer’s sketches, but which
Rosar did not have the opportunity to compare
with Friedhofer’s copy of the conductor part)
was the end title used in the film, and that
Edward B. Powell had arranged it as well as
orchestrating it. Since the release of the CD,
Rosar was able to examine the copy of the conductor part, formerly in the Twentieth Century-

Fox Music Library (now preserved at JoAnn Kane
Music Service in Culver City, California) that
contains the cue missing from Friedhofer’s copy;
the cue is titled “The Lovers (End Title Arr.)”
and bears the information that it was composed
by Newman and orchestrated by Powell. Rosar,
personal communication, September 8, 2002.
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followed by the full orchestra (not
strings alone). The volume is already loud at this point and, to
highlight the “Cochise” theme, the
trumpet blares it out loudly–a
jarring effect. I prefer the first take
of Friedhofer’s cue, finding it
subtle and intense, and if not especially happy in mood, then perhaps
at least hopeful. The second take
was apparently an effort to make
the original conform to a “happier,” more romantically “over the
top” conception of the End Title,
which Newman’s revised version
finally succeeded in doing by dropping “Cochise” and focusing on a
throbbingly upbeat presentation of
“The Lovers” theme alone. (If
listeners have not already seen the
film, I would encourage them to
do after hearing the CD. Friedhofer’s skill stands out even more
clearly when his music is heard in
the context for which it was originally written.)
Much of Friedhofer’s music is
compelling, with hymn-like, block
chord movement–pinpointed by
Rosar as a signature trait of the
composer–in, for example, Tracks
1, 4, and 22. There is jarring dissonance (Tracks 6 and 12 ), lovely
lyric writing for solo instruments
(the clarinet solo in Track 3; the
opening English horn in Track 20
that is reminiscent of Stravinsky’s
opening bassoon in Rite of Spring),
and drama by turns touching,
wrenching, and even horrifying
(Tracks 9, 22, and 6). Friedhofer’s
score is structured around
leitmotifs, with a wide range of
character themes, including several assigned to the Apaches, both
to individuals and the tribe –
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February 5, 2000.
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January 22, 2000.

themes for Cochise (e.g., Track 1)
and Sonseeahray (e.g., Track 10),
plus “Apache Theme No. 1”
(Track 4) and “Apache Theme
No. 2” (Track 14). But therein lies
a problem for today’s listeners, for
though these melodies are effective, they are saturated with the
clichés that remain perhaps the
most problematic and disturbing
musical elements in Westerns.
Stereotypical “Indian music”
tends to utilize four- or five-note
scales and to present lyric melodies on solo reed instruments (for
women) and strong, aggressive
themes scored heavily in the low
registers of the full orchestra (for
men), not to mention the everpresent drumbeats to signal the
threat of hostile attack. Those
traits are found here as well.
Rosar is well aware of the
problem (he is, in fact, presently
engaged on a project that surveys
the history of Indian music
clichés, discusses the problematic
notions of “authenticity” surrounding this music, and critiques
present concepts of “musical conventions” in film music4). He
argues that Friedhofer was conscious of the problem as well.
Rosar explains that because Broken
Arrow departed from the typical
“Cowboys and Indians” film, it
called for “a corresponding departure from the music clichés and
stereotypes of the genre.” Rather
than flout the conventions, however, Friedhofer chose to attempt a
reformation of sorts from within
them. As Rosar explains, “Friedhofer was not so much an
iconoclast to reject outright
Hollywood musical tradition but
was more apt to use it in a new
and fresh way.”
The resulting themes incorporated the conventions, but sought
to portray complexity of character
by means of thematic variety, a
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wider range of moods and atmosphere, and sheer beauty of sound.
Friedhofer wrote four themes for
the Native Americans (see above),
each with its own “unique character and dramatic function in the
score,” rather than the usual
single, doom-laden tom-tom tune.
Listeners will have to decide
for themselves how far Friedhofer
succeeded in neutralizing the
clichés and reworking them into
effective cues respectful of the
characters. (It would have been
more reassuring if Rosar had been
able to find a quote from Friedhofer clarifying his musical
strategy. But Friedhofer does not
seem to have said or written much
specifically about Broken Arrow.5)
It is necessary to remember, too,
that given the brief amount of
time he had to compose the music
and the fact that the studio would
have expected him to use the
clichés, Friedhofer was in no position to experiment with anything
so radical as dropping them altogether. Nor can we expect a film
composer of the 1950s to have
been composing with 1990s sensibilities in mind. Nevertheless,
those tom-toms do grab the ear
immediately, and though further
listening reveals more subtle
qualities, some will find the
stereotypes jarring at best and
offensive at worst.
Departing from the CD for a
moment, I will add here that the
source music for the film does
attempt to balance the clichés of
the underscore with what appears
to be real Native American drumming and singing. One can think
of the Western as a type of period
film, set in the past and–as in this
case–often portraying actual
historical events. It is common
practice in period films for the
source (diegetic) music to use
music from the time portrayed and
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for the underscore (non-diegetic)
to use musical styles from a later
time that are presumably more
familiar to the audience.6 The film
Broken Arrow follows this practice
in providing two scenes (Sonseeahray’s initiation ceremony and
the women’s dance) with apparently accurate Native American
music.77 Attribution for the source
music is not given in the screen
credits, though notated versions of
this music are found in the conductor part. The attribution
“Unknown” is followed by the
initials notation “P.D,” for “public
domain.” 7
The fact that such an effort at
“authenticity” was made in the
film’s source music reinforces
Rosar’s belief that the filmmakers
wanted to present a less prejudiced musical depiction of Indians.
Speaking of stereotypes, the
one female character in Broken
Arrow is the Native American
woman Sonseeahray (played by
Debra Paget), who, not surprisingly, is subject to gender as well
as ethnic musical clichés. In a
curious contradiction, however,

the fact that Sonseeahray is Native
American actually helps make her
music (and her role–but that’s
another story) more interesting
than those of a typical film heroine
of the time. It is a commonplace of
the period that a film “love theme”
representing a couple also doubled
as the woman’s theme as well,
musically defining the woman by
her relationship to the man, who
has his own separate theme. In
Broken Arrow a “Lover’s Theme” is
heard late in the story (e.g., Tracks
20 and 21), but Sonseeahray has
her own theme (e.g., Tracks 10
and 13) as well – rather unusual.
This music is characterized by a
lyric, gentle melody played by a
wind instrument accompanied by
an orchestra in romantic style, a
configuration typical of heroine/
love themes. The fact that
Sonseeahray is also an Apache
must be indicated in the music as
well–but in Fried-hofer’s hands
the ethnic clichés add new and
interesting qualities to the gender
clichés. Her melody is lyric, but
based on a pentatonic rather than

the usual major scale; it is played
by a solo soprano instrument, but
instead of being assigned to the
usual flute or violin it travels between flute and violin plus a
plaintive, “pastoral” (or “primitive”?) oboe. The resulting theme
is beautiful and musi- cally interesting–which says a great deal for
the composer’s creativity and
skill.8
D’Arc and Rosar have succeeded in presenting a CD package
for film music that can be compared with those recordings of
classical and early music that
feature not only notable performances but an accompanying
literature characterized by thorough documentation and
scholarship. This approach not
only provides the listener with a
thorough background and insight
into the music; it convincingly
shows that film music deserves
and requires such detailed attention. I highly recommend this
recording of the music for Broken
Arrow–it is a fine addition to film
music libraries.
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